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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a mathematical frame-
work for analyzing and optimizing multi-operator cellular net-
works that are allowed to share spectrum licenses and infras-
tructure elements. The proposed approach exploits stochastic
geometry for modeling the locations of cellular base stations
and for computing the aggregate average rate. The trade-offs
that emerge from sharing spectrum frequencies and cellular base
stations are quantified and discussed.
Index Terms—Cellular Networks, Spectrum Sharing, Infras-
tructure Sharing, Stochastic Geometry, Poisson Point Processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of mobile subscribers accessing cellular net-
works is experiencing a rapid growth. It is expected that 5.13
billion people worldwide will use a mobile phone in 2017,
apart from tablets, laptop and other mobile devices. It is
predicted that nearly three-fourths of the world mobile data
traffic will be video by 2019, which puts a greater pressure
on data-intensive applications [1].
In this context, spectrum sharing and infrastructure sharing
are considered to be good solutions to utilize the existing
resources more efficiently. They allow, in fact, the sharing
of resources among telecommunication operators and provide
integrated mobile data services for mobile subscribers [2]. In-
frastructure sharing indicates the possibility of accessing, e.g.,
physical Base Stations (BSs) that belong to different operators.
The users can be connected to the BSs of different operators,
while the spectrum resources that they use can be different.
Considering conventional cellular networks as an example,
the frequency spectrum is divided into frequency bands and
different operators transmit over different frequency bands. In
spectrum sharing, different operators have the possibility of
using the frequency bands of other operators.
In [3], the gain, in terms of network efficiency, of spec-
trum sharing between mobile operators is explored. Spectrum
sharing is classified into orthogonal spectrum sharing and
non-orthogonal spectrum sharing. The difference lies in the
fact that the frequency bands can or cannot be allocated
simultaneously to two operators in the former and in the latter
case, respectively. In [4], the authors quantify the benefits that
spectrum sharing brings to cellular systems when experienc-
ing peak loads, and estimate the evolution of these benefits
as the traffic load and the spectrum availability change. In
[5], spectrum sharing is applied in cognitive radio systems,
where different spectrum and infrastructure sharing modes for
primary and secondary users are considered.
In this paper, the potential of spectrum and infrastructure
sharing is investigated from the system-level standpoint. The
BSs of different operators are modeled as points of a Poisson
Point Process (PPP) and tools from stochastic geometry are
used to compute relevant performance metrics [6], [7]. Further
information on stochastic geometry modeling of cellular net-
works is available in [8]-[12]. Numerical results are shown in
order to quantify the advantages of spectrum and infrastructure
sharing for typical cellular network deployments. The pro-
posed approach is general and can be applied to conventional
cellular networks and to millimeter-wave cellular networks
[13].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system
model is introduced. In Section III, a mathematical framework
to compute the aggregate average rate of cellular networks
with spectrum and infrastructure sharing is introduced. In
Section IV, numerical simulations are shown. Finally, Section
V concludes this paper.
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1 − H(x). E{·} is the expectation operator. 2F1 (·, ·, ·, ·) is
the Gauss hypergeometric function. MGFX(z) is the Moment
Generating Function (MGF) of the random variable X, i.e.,
MGFX(z) = EX {exp(−zX)}.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A downlink cellular network is considered. The BSs of
each operator are deployed according to a homogeneous PPP,
denoted by Ψ, of density λ. It is assumed that full traffic load
conditions hold, i.e., all the available BSs are activated. The
analysis is conducted for the typical Mobile Terminal (MT)
of each operator [6]. The intended link is identified by the
superscript (0).
A. Path Loss Model
According to [7] and [14], we consider a path-loss model
that accounts for Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-Of-Sight
(NLOS) links. This allows us to develop a mathematical frame-
work that can be used for both conventional and millimeter-
wave cellular networks [13].
For ease of description, a two-ball link state model is
considered [7]. More precisely, the probability of a link of
length r to be in LOS/NLOS can be formulated as follows:
pS(r) =
{
q
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q
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where q[0,D)LOS and q
[0,D)
NLOS are the probabilities that the link is
in LOS and in NLOS inside the ball of radius D, and q[D,∞)LOS
and q[D,∞)NLOS are the probabilities that the link is in LOS and
in NLOS outside the ball of radius D. By definition, q[0,D)LOS +
q
[0,D)
NLOS = 1 and q
[D,∞)
LOS + q
[D,∞)
NLOS = 1.
The path-loss function is defined as follows:
lS(r) = kr
αS (2)
where k and αS for S ∈ {LOS,NLOS} are the path-loss
constant and the path-loss exponent, respectively.
Based on this model, the BSs of each operator can be split
in two sets denoted by ΨLOS and ΨNLOS, where Ψ = ΨLOS∪
ΨNLOS. Based on the thinning theorem of PPPs, ΨLOS and
ΨNLOS are two independent and non-homogeneous PPPs of
density λLOS(r) = λpLOS(r) and λNLOS(r) = λpNLOS(r).
The channels are assumed to be distributed according to a
Rayleigh fading model with unit power.
B. Base Station Association
The BS serving the typical MT is chosen according to
the smallest path-loss criterion. Let L(0)LOS and L
(0)
NLOS denote
the smallest path-loss of the PPPs of LOS and NLOS links
defined, for S ∈ {LOS,NLOS}, as follows:
L
(0)
S = min
n∈ΨS
{lS(rn)} (3)
where rn is the distance from a generic BS to the typical
MT. Then, the smallest path-loss can be formulated as L(0) =
min{L
(0)
LOS, L
(0)
NLOS}.
By using the same approach as in [13], the Cumulative Dis-
tribution Function (CDF) and the Probability Density Function
(PDF) of L(0) can be formulated as follows:
CDFL(0)(x) = 1− exp(−Λ([0, x)))
PDFL(0)(x) = Λ̂([0, x)) exp(−Λ([0, x)))
(4)
where the following definitions hold:
Λ([0, x)) = ΛLOS([0, x)) + ΛNLOS([0, x))
Λ̂([0, x)) = Λ̂LOS([0, x)) + Λ̂NLOS([0, x))
(5)
where ΛS(·, ·) and Λ̂S(·, ·) for S ∈ {LOS,NLOS} are
provided in (6) and (7) shown at the top of this page.
III. RATE ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the average rate of cellular net-
works by considering two case studies: 1) neither the spectrum
nor the BSs (infrastructure) are shared among the operators
and 2) both the spectrum and the BSs are shared among the
operators. For ease of illustration, we focus our attention on a
cellular network with two operators. The BSs of the operators
are distributed according to two PPPs, which are denoted by
Ψi for i = 1, 2. The transmission bandwidth, deployment
density and transmit power of the BSs of the ith operator
are denoted by Wi, λi and Pi, respectively. In what follows,
in particular, the same notation as in the previous section is
used and the subscript i = 1, 2 is used to distinguish between
the two operators.
If neither spectrum nor infrastructure sharing are permitted
between the two operators, the MTs are allowed to connect
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only to the BSs of their own operator. In this case, the
transmission bandwidth and the transmit power are Wi and Pi,
respectively, where i = 1 or i = 2 depending on the operator
being considered. If, on the other hand, both spectrum and
infrastructure sharing are permitted, the MTs are allowed to
connect to any available BS of both operators that provides the
smallest path-loss. In this case, the transmission bandwidth
is W1 + W2 and the transmit power is Pi where i = 1 or
i = 2 depending on the serving operator. In the non-sharing
case, the interference suffered by the MTs is lower but the
transmission bandwidth is smaller. In the sharing case, on the
other hand, the interference suffered by the MTs is higher but
the transmission bandwidth is larger.
Based on these assumptions, let us consider the typical MTs
that are subscribers of the first and of the second operator. The
aggregate rate (in bits/sec) of both MTs can be formulated as
Rnsh = W1R1 +W2R2 and Rsh = 2(W1 +W2)(R˜1 + R˜2)
for the non-sharing and sharing setups, respectively, where Ri
and R˜i are the rates of the typical MT that is served by the ith
operator for the non-sharing and sharing setups, respectively.
Since the aggregate other-cell interference is different in the
non-sharing and sharing case, in general, Ri 6= R˜i holds. Ri
and R˜i are computed in what follows.
A. Computation of Ri
In order to compute Ri, we use the MGF-based approach
introduced in [6] and take the impact of LOS and NLOS links
into account by using the same mathematical steps as in [13].
In particular, Ri can be formulated as follows:
Ri =
1
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+∞∫
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+
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where Λi ([·, ·)), Λi,LOS ([·, ·)) and Λi,NLOS ([·, ·)) are the
same as in (6) and (7) obtained by replacing λ with λi, and
J i (·) is defined as follows:
J i (x) =
+∞∫
0
Pi exp (−z)
Piz + σ2N,ix
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(
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σ2N,i
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where σ2N,i is the noise variance and:
MGFI,i (z;x) = MGFI,i,LOS (z;x)MGFI,i,NLOS (z;x)
(10)
is the MGF of the aggregate other-cell interference, where
MGFI,i,LOS (·; ·) and MGFI,i,NLOS (·; ·) are defined in (11)
shown at the top of this page.
B. Computation of R˜i
The computation of R˜i follows a similar approach. In this
case, however, we take into account that each MT is subject to
the interference of both operators. More specifically, R˜i can
be formulated as provided in (12) shown at the top of this
page, where Λi ([·, ·)), Λi,LOS ([·, ·)) and Λi,NLOS ([·, ·)) are
the same as in (6) and (7) obtained by replacing λ with λi,
and J˜i (·) is defined as follows:
J˜i (x) =
+∞∫
0
Pi exp (−z)
Piz + σ2N,ix
M˜GFI
(
z
σ2N,i
;x
)
dz (13)
as well as:
M˜GFI (z;x) = M˜GFI,1,LOS (P1z;x) M˜GFI,1,NLOS (P1z;x)
× M˜GFI,2,LOS (P2z;x) M˜GFI,2,NLOS (P2z;x)
(10)
is the MGF of the aggregate other-cell interference, where
M˜GFI,i,S (z;x) = MGFI,i,S (z;x) for i = 1, 2 and S ∈
{LOS,NLOS}.
TABLE I
AGGREGATE AVERAGE RATE (MBITS/SEC).
W2/W1 = 0.2 W2/W1 = 1 W2/W1 = 2 W2/W1 = 3 W2/W1 = 4 W2/W1 = 5
Non-Sharing System Setup
P2/P1 = 0.2 80.7 134.3 203.1 270.0 335.9 399.2
P2/P1 = 1.0 80.7 134.5 201.7 268.8 335.7 402.7
P2/P1 = 5.0 80.7 134.5 203.5 269.0 336.2 403.4
Spectrum and Infrastructure Sharing System Setup
P2/P1 = 0.2 156.1 259.9 389.4 518.5 646.9 774.7
P2/P1 = 1.0 161.4 268.8 403.0 536.9 670.9 804.5
P2/P1 = 5.0 156.2 260.3 390.3 520.3 650.4 780.3
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we show numerical results that are aimed
to compare the aggregate average rate of cellular networks
with and without spectrum and infrastructure sharing. The
following setup is assumed: k = (4pifc/c)2, where fc = 2.1
GHz is the carrier frequency and c is the speed of light,
σ2N,i[dB] = −174 + 10 log10(Wi) +Nf dB, where Nf = 10
dB is the noise figure, D = 109.8517 m, αLOS = 2.5,
αNLOS = 3.5, q
[0,D)
LOS = 0.7195 and q
[D,∞)
LOS = 0.0002 [7].
Due to the presence of LOS and NLOS links, an optimal
value for the density of the BSs that maximizes the average
rate of both non-sharing and sharing setups exists [7]. Based on
the proposed mathematical frameworks, these optimal values
of λ are computed for different values of the transmission
bandwidths and transmit powers of both operators. Then, the
corresponding optimal aggregate average rates are obtained.
The results of this study are summarized in Table I, which
highlights the potential advantages of spectrum and infrastruc-
ture sharing in cellular networks.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied multi-operator cellular
networks that are allowed to share spectrum licenses and
infrastructure elements. We have proposed a mathematical
framework for system-level analysis and optimization, which
exploits tools from stochastic geometry for modeling the loca-
tions of cellular base stations. Our numerical results show that
spectrum and infrastructure sharing are capable of increasing
the aggregate rate of multi-operator cellular networks.
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